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Hyderabad firm raises $20 million in first round from DMI Management towards the facility that will create 1,500 jobs locally ...
Azad Engineering to invest $80 million in Hyderabad plant
There's an argument that with all the interest in ''advanced'' nuclear reactors as a reliable 24/7 replacement for coal and oil-fired electrical power generation, enthusiasts are overlooking the ...
Small mod nuke reactors fuel new waste debate
A third-floor meeting room at the Hardin County Government Building was nearly full Tuesday evening as the Hardin County Planning and Development Commission discussed a project that would replace hun ...
Solar farm project discussion draws crowd
Anord Mardix CEO James Peacock tells DCD about the company’s expansion plans, the virtual factory testing facilities it has set-up, and why people development is so important ...
Anord Mardix plans global manufacturing expansion amid near-doubling revenues
CMS Energy is an $18.2 billion holding company for a gas and electric utility serving Michigan, an unregulated power generator, and a bank making home improvement loans.
CMS Energy's Generation Portfolio Can Fuel Michigan Recovery
Commissioners here adopted a Fiscal Year 2021-22 spending plan that includes a raise for town employees and no increase in water/sewer fees.
COLA goes up, water/sewer fees stay unchanged in FY 2021-22 budget OK’d by St. Pauls commissioners
While inequities exist in all infrastructure sectors—from highway alignments to wastewater treatment plant locations—finding solutions won’t be easy or without controversy.
Will New Efforts Finally Bring Equity to Communities Long Impacted by Water, Transportation and Other Infrastructure?
But it illustrates how emotion is stronger than reason when discussing big issues like nuclear power. No one has died ... Leading in science and engineering was believed to provide a worthy ...
Magical Thinking In America – Not Just About Nuclear
The Navy is seeking nearly $110 million to help research and develop its next-generation destroyer and submarine programs, according to service budget documents. The Fiscal Year 2022 submission asks ...
Navy Wants $110M in FY 22 R&D Funds to Develop Next-Generation Destroyer, Submarine
For more than three decades, the Courier News, Home News Tribune and MyCentralJersey.com has sponsored the Central Jersey Academic All-Stars program, which gives graduating high school seniors in the ...
Meet Central Jersey's 2021 Academic All-Stars
Order books for the 2022 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray have officially opened in Australia and New Zealand. The long-awaited sports car will be sold by General Motors Specialty Vehicles (GMSV) and be ...
2022 C8 Corvette Now Available To Order In Australia And New Zealand
Q4 2020 Earnings CallJun 03, 2021, 10:00 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood day, everyone, and welcome to the American ...
American Superconductor (AMSC) Q4 2020 Earnings Call Transcript
Bernstein's 37th Annual Strategic Decisions Conference June 02, 2021 10:00 AM ET Company Participants Wendell Weeks - Chairman the CEO Tony Tripeny - EVP ...
Corning Incorporated (GLW) CEO Wendell Weeks Presents at Bernstein's 37th Annual Strategic Decisions Conference (Transcript)
The US Coast Guard should mandate that retention agreements be included as an in This will be my last monthly article for Maritime Reporter & Engineering News. I started writing these articles in ...
Reflections on the Trends That Have Shaped the Maritime Industry
Argan, Inc. (NYSE: AGX) ("Argan" or the "Company") today announced financial results for its first quarter ended April 30, 2021. For additional information, please read the Company's Quarterly Report ...
Argan, Inc. Reports First Quarter Results
Wrightspeed’s solution called the Route comprises a drop-in electric powertrain that draws additional power from a small ... Wrightspeed VP of engineering, to FleetOwner.
Stealthy Wrightspeed ready to make noise in refuse
Engineering and construction ... with receipt of biggest solar PV plant order and transmission line orders," it said. The consolidated order book of the group stood at Rs 3,27,354 crore as on ...
Larsen & Toubro sees a slowdown in new orders in the first three months of 2021 — management says contracts have been deferred
And because underinflation is the leading cause of tires not reaching their full life expectancy, Steve Miller, vice president of engineering ... application data book for the particular ...
Tires in real time: Managing psi and tread depth
JOHANNESBURG (miningweekly.com) – The change of name of South African Energy Coal (SAEC) to Seriti Power when South32 ... for South32’s manganese alloys plant Metalloys, in Meyerton, Gauteng ...
SAEC name change to Seriti Power signals coal miner’s new broader energy vision
Engineering and construction ... with receipt of biggest solar PV plant order and transmission line orders,” it said. The consolidated order book of the group stood at Rs 3,27,354 crore as ...
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